Abstract. In various scientific experiments, experimenter always get some discrete data, to estimate the function with the original rules from these data, interpolation is a method for dealing with this kind of problem.But when the discrete data is too much,it can be caused serious distortion which is called Runge phenomenon at the interval endpoints.To avoid，the Curve Fitting Least Square method is a kind of optimal solution. The Curve Fitting Least Square method is used to be dealing with structure prediction model etc.In this paper, Malthusian model is the method of population predicting.In Malthusian model,the unknown variable is ascertained by the Curve Fitting Least Square method.
Introduction
In the scientific experiments or the statistical research,always get some discrete data from experiment or sampling,recorded as .The feature of commonly used interpolation method is the fitting curve crossing those interpolation points,such as Largange,Newton,Hermite and Cubic Spline etc.Although some data may be somewhat distorted by the experiment ,or defective data, interpolation method can take those errors to ( ) x p ,and given the inevitable adverse effects. The Curve Fitting Least Square method is not pass by every ineterpolation point,which is pass through those point by fitting thought,to get the change trend of curve and isolate causal,and reflect the objective fact.
The principle of the Curve Fitting Least Square method
If the experiment dataset is
,and the fitting function is ( ) x p ,then the deviation which is maked from every interpolation point is ( )
can express the original function ( ) Multi-variable function is (
This is the final result which the above fomular after deducing.
,then this fomula is
And turn it to the matrix: figure 1-1 , n is the high limit of those interpolation points's subscript, m is the highest power of empiric formulas,and X 、Y are the Domain and range of interpolation points.
Malthusian model
Malthusian model is a model about population growth.Let total population is ( ) is linear,and the quantity of ineterpolation points is more than 2( 2 ≥ ),so use the Curve Fitting Least Square method to struct fitting function is appropriate. For example,Chease population is known int the past ten years as table 1. figure.2 and figure 3 ,and in the figure.2 it is the rule in the domain,and in the figure 3it is the rule in the past ten years.It is log function rule in all the domain,but in the past ten years,it is resembling a straight line.From the figure 3,it can be found that fitting curve is not pass on every point which is pass through. 
Conclusion
The Malthusian model which is used to be forcasting population is mature and widely used.It would be assistant decision-making about decisions of a nation or area scientifically and reasonably.And the Curve Fitting Least Square method is excellent in the prediction field.Both of these method could reach the changes of the population veritably.
